
BABY MAFIA 1001 

Chapter 1001: "Returning With Overwhelming Victory" 

Ainsley and the others returned to the city wall under everyone's shocked eyes, especially the morning 

shift's people who thought they would lose their leaders forever. 

After all, when they saw the five leaders disappear, they knew the leaders had been teleported to the 

beast and monster tide down there. 

It's impossible to survive, right? 

But all of them survived despite some of the five leaders returning with heavy injuries and almost 

chopped bodies! 

Those who mourned for their leaders, thinking that they had died, instantly cheered while the afternoon 

shift members looked at the five leaders with confusion. 

One of them looked at Ainsley, who contacted the watchtower not to attack those beasts and monsters 

stationed outside the city wall but inside the barrier. 

"Are you for real? These monsters and beasts had been tamed? There won't be any monster and beast 

tide for a while until the next batch arrives?" 

"Yes, it's real. The barrier let these monsters and beasts enter. It means they're all under my control. As 

for the beast and monster tide..." 

Ainsley looked at the beasts and monsters outside of the barrier who tried to attack out of instinct but 

restrained themselves because of their bosses' order. 

"As you can see, they no longer attack us. I'll bring my irregular tamers to tame the rare ones while the 

rest of them can be killed. How is it?" 

It was such a good thing for the afternoon shift members who could get contribution points without 

sacrificing their lives! 

But they also knew that this glory belonged to Ainsley and the rest of the morning shift's members, who 

had tried hard to solve the problem. 

Thus, they weren't so shameless to take this for granted and actually called all the morning shift's 

members to kill the beasts and monsters down there. 

If the beasts and the monsters showed signs of resistance, the afternoon shift teams would fight them 

first and then give the final kill chance to the morning shift teams. 

They would only reap their killing chances after all the morning shift members got a large number of 

contribution points. 

Ainsley was satisfied with the afternoon shift's attitude and no longer guarded against them. 

She quietly left all her newly tamed beasts and monsters outside the city wall to assist the other shift 

teams before she went to find the irregular tamers. 



When Ainsley went back to the city wall, the first one who came to her was Nalisha. 

"Boss! You're alright!" Nalisha dashed just like a bullet and immediately scooped Ainsley into her 

embrace. 

The woman's body couldn't help but tremble as she felt the warmth coming from the baby in her arm. 

God knows how shocked she was when she knew Ainsley was teleported to the beast and monster tide 

below. 

She wanted to bring the guild members to rescue Ainsley but the situation here was also bad. 

If they didn't stay, the city wall would have long been breached. 

That's why she could only pray for Ainsley, wishing all the best for her. 

Still, deep inside, Nalisha and the others didn't think Ainsley could survive in such a harsh environment. 

All of them despaired and racked their brains to think of what to say when they went back to the Billios 

Family's mansion and told Jake what happened to Ainsley. 

All of them didn't think that Ainsley could survive. 

But not only did Ainsley survive, but she also solved this batch of beast and monster tide and brought 

back so many elite monsters and beasts! 

Not to mention, they could pick rare beasts and monsters to be tamed without fighting them. 

Although their shift had long been due, the irregular tamer didn't care. 

They immediately went to tame the beasts and monsters who the butterfly and the mammoth 

restricted. 

This incident was such a big deal that in just less than an hour after Ainsley returned to the city wall, the 

other warriors all over the city got the news. 

The beast and monster tide at the main city gate area had stopped because one of the morning shift 

team leaders subdued the mini-bosses who brought this batch of beast and monster tide! 

Such a thing had never happened before, and it was a big deal. 

So much so that the government's staff and the researcher immediately went to the main city gate to 

check the truth. 

Then, they were all shocked to the bone. 

The monster and the beast who should be attacking them actually helped the ability users instead! 

And the other monsters and beasts didn't attack the city wall, only letting the ability users to kill or tame 

them. 

Some cowardly ones directly abandoned the others and escaped. 

"...." 



The staff and the researcher thought that they were hallucinating. 

This had never happened before...but it happened because of a little baby. 

Everyone knew about the bet between Ainsley and the three bosses. 

Thus, when they saw such a result...they were tongue-tied. 

Ainsley not only killed so many beasts and monsters but even stopped the whole tide by subduing their 

bosses! 

The head staff and the head researcher found Ainsley among other people who were resting at the city 

wall. 

When they saw the baby leisurely sipping her hot milk while playing with her phone... 

Everyone felt that everything was a dream. 

"Uh...little boss...did you tame those beasts and monsters?" They tried to ask Ainsley, and Ainsley didn't 

even look at them while replying. 

"Yes. We are also taming the rest of the rare monsters and beasts among this batch." 

"I think after the 7-day tide ends, my people can open an auction to sell those tamed beasts and 

monsters, " Ainsley added. 

Oh, and wait, they could also open a flea market or something to sell all the monsters and beasts' part 

from the enemies they had killed! 

Chapter 1002: "Meeting The Billios Family's People" 

There was a large market for this business in the capital city and it was really active in such an event. 

Ainsley planned to take advantage of this market to make another wave of money... 

The head researcher and the head staff were already dizzy. They had never thought that such a thing 

could happen. 

All this time, they thought the beast and monster tide happened because the beasts and monsters were 

affected by something. 

That's why they became crazy and brutal and decided to attack the capital city full of humans. 

But it turned out...they were ordered by some elite monsters and beasts to attack the capital city? 

That's how these beasts and monsters just laid down on the ground after their leaders were subdued? 

Fck! 

This is such an important discovery that the head staff and the head researcher had to return to the city 

to report things. 

That night, everyone who joined the event knew that Ainsley had just created another history when she 

was barely four years old... 



Of course, the ones who were most affected by this situation were none other than the three bosses 

who made a bet with Ainsley...and Michael. 

There's no need to count the contribution points and check the ranking. 

Ainsley was directly thrown to the first position in the individual rank, and her irregular guild tamer also 

shot up to occupy the first place in the elite forces ranking. 

Their morning shift team also took first place in the team ranking! 

Everyone felt that there must be something wrong with this result, but when they knew the truth, they 

couldn't wait to kneel in front of Ainsley. 

Ainsley! That baby is a God! 

The three bosses who made a bet with Ainsley were reduced to a laughing stock, and they also suffered 

losses from this bet. 

Who would have known that Ainsley would be so 'ruthless' to win this way? 

Although she also lost a lot of guild members, the rest of the guild members grew by leaps and bounds, 

strengthening the guild's overall power once more. 

The name of the Irregular Tamer guild became a legend among other elite forces, and no one dared to 

offend them anymore casually. 

Despite Ainsley's assistance, the guild members did perform well by taming so many beasts and 

monsters on the second day. 

Because of this, everyone couldn't say that they were strong only because of Ainsley. 

After all, the irregular tamers suffered the least casualties and also contributed the most even before 

Ainsley ended the beast and monster tide in their area. 

That night, everyone returned to the Billios Mansion, intending to rest after such a long day. 

But who would have known that Jake, who was supposed to be fighting the beasts and monsters, was 

still at home? 

And he's not alone. 

Almost all the upper echelon of the Billios Family also came with him! 

When Ainsley opened the door to the living room and saw a large group of people...she almost ran 

away. 

But Jake spotted her within seconds and instantly rushed to hug his daughter. 

"Ain! My cute Ain! Oh, my God! I heard that you were in a great danger! But I only knew after you 

finished your battle!" 

Jake really regretted what had just happened this afternoon. 



The news was concealed until evening, and when he knew about it, Jake couldn't visit Ainsley because 

he proposed to exchange shifts with other forces. 

Luckily, because of this, he could meet Ainsley at night and inspect her! 

Everyone in the Billios Family also knew about the news and thought that Ainsley suffered great injuries 

or traumas. 

Thus, those who usually emptied the Billios Mansion to let Ainsley rest well with her people instantly 

went back to see Ainsley. 

No way. They had never seen her face to face, and now their family was 'injured heavily'! 

They had to come back to see Ainsley! 

That's how all the elders, the youngsters and those related to Jake crowded the living room, insisting on 

seeing Ainsley. 

They even fought with Jake because of this and almost demolished the entire mansion... 

Ainsley was dumbfounded when she was lying quietly inside Jake's embrace. 

Her brain circuit just died for a few seconds. 

What did she see? 

A bunch of Billios family's people! 

It was the first time Ainsley saw the Billios Family's people that she was so terrified. 

Ah, ahhhh! Tell her why are they here? This is so embarrassing! 

Ainsley knew that ever since she became Jake's daughter, it means the Billios Family was also her family. 

But after all, it was just an adoption, and she didn't think of using the Billios Family or anything. 

But hey...the Billios Family's people were really enthusiastic. They didn't look like people who belonged 

to a large family like the Billios Family. 

To be honest, such people should be either shrewd, cruel, cunning, or something, right? And they 

shouldn't like her, right? 

But Ainsley peeked at these people's faces while hugging Jake and putting her chin on Jake's shoulder... 

Oh no. These people looked like they loved her so much they would turn into jackals to rob this little 

baby from her father! 

Ahhh!! 

Ainsley got goosebumps, but Jake thought she was trembling in fear. Either because of this morning's 

experience or because of the people behind him. 

Jake hurriedly patted Ainsley's back and appeased her. 

"It's okay, Ain, it's okay. You're safe now. Look, everyone is here...ah wait." 



Jake turned around to block Ainsley's sight of the people behind her and then glared at the Billios 

Family's people. 

The young man immediately mouthed without a sound. 

DO NOT SCARE MY BABY! 

A few people among the crowd were elderly, and they were the most enthusiastic about Ainsley. 

A new child! 

Chapter 1003: "A Precious Kid" 

These elders' eyes when they looked at Ainsley were like evil merchants' eyes when they were looking at 

a treasure. 

No wonder Ainsley got goosebumps. 

These people did love her, but they loved her talent and abilities more than herself! 

Ahhhh! 

What Ainsley didn't know was that...they were very excited to see Ainsley because she's also cute... 

The Billios Family had always been a family that cherished their children, which was why everyone was 

so excited to welcome this adopted daughter. 

Heck. Even the Billios Family's children were also excited to welcome their new sibling because it meant 

these weirdos would finally focus on a new child! 

Hurrah! 

Afraid that this group of weirdos would frighten his daughter, Jake immediately introduced these people 

to Ainsley. 

"Ain, they are all the Billios Family's higher-ups and branch families. There are a few uncles and aunties 

here, several elders and those not connected by blood." 

The Billios Family wasn't like a mafia family where there would be a lot of non-blood related people 

occupying higher-up positions. 

Most high positions in the Billios family belonged to those with the Billios Family's bloodline, such as 

Jake and his mother. 

Jake's father wasn't from the Billios Family, and thus, he wasn't given a high position in the family. 

This means the people in front of Ainsley right now were mostly Jake's relatives in a way, and only one 

or two people weren't his relatives. 

When Ainsley knew about this, she was even more nervous. 

"H-hello uncles and aunties..." 



Ainsley manipulated her voice to sound cute and obedient, afraid that Jake's relatives wouldn't like 

arrogant children. 

But to Ainsley's surprise, the Billios Family didn't dislike strong children and women, unlike other 

families with a strong patriarchal tradition. 

In this family, whoever was competent would have more power than those who weren't competent. 

Age and gender didn't matter. Even bloodline didn't matter. 

That's why although the Billios Family's higher-ups were basically Jake's relatives, there were still a lot of 

non-relatives occupying these positions. 

It was this kind of flexibility that allowed the Billios Family to remain strong for hundreds of years. 

Unlike the Sloan Family, who emphasized strongly on bloodline succession regardless of the successor's 

capability to lead their people. 

Ainsley was impressed by the people from the Billios Family. 

Instead of treating her like a cute kid who knew nothing but to be an accessory, the people here treated 

Ainsley like their peers. 

"Awww, our little baby is so cute. Of course, you will be even cuter when you slash monsters and 

beasts." 

"What about her other abilities? Her money-making skills are also strong! Worthy of being our family's 

kid." 

"Yes, yes. She must have been taught well by this stinky brat Jake." 

The elders, uncles and aunties directly regarded Ainsley as their family member even when Ainsley was 

just an adopted child. 

As long as the adopted child was capable, they could even throw away those with the Billios Family's 

bloodline but weren't capable. 

Because of the family's law of the jungle tradition, many Billios Family's members had strived to be 

useful from an early age. 

The Billios Family accepted any kind of abilities and usefulness and didn't discriminate against any type 

of talent. 

There were some people in the Billios Family who became superstars, and the family supported them. 

Some also became a researcher or did things not related to business, but the family also supported 

them wholeheartedly. 

Because of this, the Billios Family had people around all sorts of fields, and most of them were at the top 

of the specific field. 

No wonder the Billios Family's connection was vast enough, like the tree roots occupying the whole 

underground area. 



Ainsley greeted Jake's relatives one by one and got to know them well. 

After the brief exchange, these people finally shifted their attention to the news they got this afternoon. 

"Speaking of the beast and monster tide...Ain, are you really okay? Did you hurt your energy core or 

something?" 

Jake's eldest uncle asked Ainsley with eyes full of concern. 

The Billios Family was thriving, but they also had a drawback, which was their low birth rate. 

Because of this, every adult in the Billios Family had to be married and have children or use surrogate 

mothers. 

They could also adopt children somewhere and include them in the Billios Family's tree. 

The adults all cherished the children, whether they were adopted or not. 

Jake's uncle was naturally one of these adults who cared a lot about children. 

When he first knew that Ainsley was besieged in the middle of the beast and monster tide, he almost 

punched Jake out of anger. 

How could Jake let his daughter go to such a dangerous place alone and not even save her when she's in 

trouble?! 

The Billios Family cherished their children, but they also disciplined the children to be useful adults when 

they grew up. 

Thus, no one protested when they heard Ainsley leading her guild members to join the beast and 

monster tide's cleaning-up event. 

But it didn't mean they could stay still when they heard about Ainsley's dangerous situation back then. 

Plus, Jake wasn't there when Ainsley was in danger! 

The Billios Family's adults were supposed to be there to supervise the children whenever they went out 

to gain experience. 

Their roles would be to guard the children silently and protect them when the children couldn't hold 

back anymore. 

But Jake wasn't there with Ainsley when Ainsley's life was in danger. In the end, the baby returned alive 

with her own power! 

On the bright side, these people were proud of Ainsley's ability, but on the dark side, they were all 

distressed for the baby. 

This is a precious kid, ah! 

Chapter 1004: "Uncles & Aunties' Extreme Enthusiasm" 

Actually, when Ainsley heard the uncle's question, she felt warmth in her heart and couldn't help but 

blush while answering. 



"I-I am okay, uncle...I am not injured or anything. My teammates' conditions are far worse than mine..." 

The uncle silently let out a sigh of relief before the other uncles and aunties started to surround Ainsley 

to check whether she was indeed alright or not. 

"Oh, my, you're too thin, Ain! Did Jake starve you or something? If he dares, change a father!" 

"How come your clothes aren't durable enough? Don't you use our family's latest combat clothing? Jake 

didn't give you these things? Stinky brat!" 

"Ain, have you found a good place to sell all the monster and beast parts you got from today's battle?" 

"Oh, yes, yes, that thing! Our Billios Family also opened a huge stall at the night market. You can leave 

the business to our family, and we won't ask for even a single penny!" 

These people offered to help Ainsley sell the monsters and beasts part she got in today's battle, and of 

course, they would sell it for the best price. 

"Oh, I almost forgot. We haven't sent you any pocket money this month, right? Here. Save our phone 

numbers and tell us your bank account!" 

"Is one million dollars a month enough? In case you need to buy expensive equipment for your guild..." 

"Wait, wait. Did we invest in Ain's Irregular Tamer guild? If we haven't, we have to invest!" 

"Ain, do you need more weapons? I heard that the mafia family usually needs a lot of weapons." 

"Our Billios Family produces some weapons, and we can send them to you for free." 

"Wait. What about tutors? Does Ain have a tutor? It would help if you started studying from an early 

age. Ain is a genius. We can't slow down her growth!" 

These uncles and aunties were busy offering things to Ainsley, so much so that Ainsley felt dizzy. 

Ah, ah. How come the Billios Family doesn't like what she thinks about? These people are even weirder 

than Jake! 

Maybe Jake is the most normal man among the other Billios Family's people? 

If that is true, joining the Billios Family as an adopted daughter might be a bad choice... 

Jake, who was forced to listen to his relatives' nonsense, also had a dark face throughout the 

conversation. 

It wasn't as if he forgot to provide support for Ainsley, okay? It's just that...the baby didn't need it! 

What kind of fancy clothes and such...Ainsley usually wore her pink school uniform instead of other 

clothes. 

Jake even had to bribe the maids in the mansion to put some fancy clothes into Ainsley's wardrobe. 

Of course, the maids were all willing to do this not because of the bribe but because they agreed with 

Jake's intention to provide more clothing for the cute baby. 



Jake even directly supplied a lot of expensive ingredients so that the quality of Ainsley's meal could be 

better than before! 

He even helped the Sloan Family to import various monsters and beasts' food so that they could evolve 

faster and benefit the family. 

Alas...these relatives are all annoying! 

Jake was afraid that someone would steal Ainsley from him, so he immediately chased his relatives away 

from the mansion. 

Anyway, although the mansion was often used as the main family's gathering place... 

It wasn't the Billios Family's main mansion where all the Billios Family's people lived. 

Essentially, this is Jake's private mansion, but because Jake is the family head, relatives and those who 

work for the Billios Family often visit the mansion to see Jake. 

After chasing away a group of relatives who were eager to take Ainsley as their own daughter, Jake 

finally had time to inspect Ainsley from head to toe. 

"Ain, you said that you're alright. But you must be tired all day long, right? How about not joining 

tomorrow and the day after tomorrow's battle?" 

Just take a two-day off. 

Ainsley also had the same idea as Jake. 

Anyway, her people could still participate in the battle, but she was too tired after subduing so many 

beasts and monsters. 

Thus, she directly agreed. 

"Okay. I'll use these two days to see how Code-L transfers the special abilities to Axelle and the others..." 

"I also have to distribute the monsters and beasts I have tamed this afternoon." 

Oh, and Ainsley also had to be prepared to reveal her transmigrator identity to Nalisha, Axelle, and Jake. 

Ainsley believed that Nalisha and Axelle wouldn't react much, but she was more worried about Jake's 

reaction. 

Jake was one of the closest people to her in this world, but he's not from the Sloan Family. 

If Jake were scared silly or didn't want to see her anymore because of her secret identity, it would be 

hard to see him in this life... 

Ainsley suppressed her negative emotions and went to eat with Jake. 

That night, she directly slept after dinner and didn't care about whatever happened outside. 

The next day, Ainsley took two days off and would only rejoin the battle on the fifth day. 



The other team leaders in the same team as Ainsley also did the same thing because all of them had to 

recuperate. 

Scob and Thomas, the two people with the heaviest injuries, were estimated to be unable to join the 

rest of the 7-day battle. 

Strangely, after Ainsley defeated the butterfly and the mammoth, no tricky beasts and monsters 

attacked the main city gate in the next batch. 

Maybe because whoever led these beasts and monsters knew that there was a strong baby among 

humans. 

It would be disadvantageous if they continued to send elites just to be captured. 

Even more unbelievable, the situation in the other areas was also the same! 

Chapter 1005: "Revealing Her True Identity" 

The third day's battle wasn't as difficult as the first two days, which were unscientific. 

Usually, the battle would be more difficult as the days approach the 7-day limit. 

But this year, there was an exception... 

And Ainsley was the one who created this anomaly. 

After all, many teams had worked together to kill one or two mini-bosses, but none of them managed to 

tame the mini-bosses to work for the humans.... 

Ainsley was just that unusual! 

Early in the morning, Ainsley has breakfast with Jake, Nalisha, Elliana, and Axelle. 

Because they had to steal abilities and transfer them to these three people along with August and other 

shadow guards, Nalisha didn't join today's battle. 

After breakfast, they went to see the four prisoners inside the cage that Code-L created out of thin air. 

As usual, Niel, Yoona, Xavier and Vanessa were already huddling together inside the cage. 

After not being able to move their limbs freely for a day, all of them had lost their motivation to fight 

and only waited for the day their abilities would be stolen. 

And it was today. 

Code-L transformed into her human form and directly ordered Vanessa to steal these people's abilities 

and transferred them to Nalisha and the others. 

"First, let's take Niel's abilities. Take his buff ability and give it to August." 

Vanessa immediately obeyed. She was released from the cage and then used her ability to take away 

Niel's buff ability. 

Then, she directly transferred the ability to August. 



The whole process lasted for fifteen minutes before August successfully obtained the new ability. 

After confirming that everything was alright, Code-L continued to ask Vanessa to rob Neil's other 

abilities. 

"Take his space-deforming ability and give it to this– uhhh...lady." Code-L pointed at Elliana. 

Anyway, Ainsley had decided to give Neil's space-deforming ability to Elliana. 

This way, she became a triple ability user and she would have more prestige among other people in the 

Sloan Family. 

After Neil's space deforming ability was taken and given to Elliana, he only had one more ability which 

was sensitivity. 

Of course, Ainsley left this for the last because she would only disclose her secret to three people at a 

time. 

After Vanessa had worked hard, she was given an hour's rest before she continued to steal other 

people's abilities. 

Next was Xavier's sound control ability which was then given to an elite group among the shadow 

guards. 

Last but not least, Vanessa stole Yoona's realism art ability and gave it to...Ainsley. 

Yes. Ainsley's ability slot was only five, and she decided to use it for the realism art ability. 

First of all, her imagination was strong, and she could draw well. 

The second reason was because the ability could be used for a wide range, and she didn't have to rely 

on external help such as the Godfather to fight. 

Not to mention this ability didn't cost anything other than a few weaknesses that she could counter by 

preparing more arts to be used in a battle. 

Live drawing on the spot was also possible because no one said she had to draw on the canvas, paper or 

something. 

The art supplies all came from the ability itself, and the coloring tools also went from the realism art 

ability. 

Ainsley had seen and experienced a lot of weird things in this world. She was surrounded by a lot of 

strong beasts, people, or items. 

She knew a lot of things' structures and such pretty well, which would aid her when she was using this 

realism art ability. 

That's how Ainsley officially gained her fifth ability and possibly her last– unless she got more abilities to 

inherit from the Godfather in her shaman mode. 

After Ainsley accepted Yoona's realism art ability, she was satisfied with this ability that relied on one's 

imagination and understanding of an object. 



After all, she had the 3D mapping ability, which means she had samples to draw directly from the 3D 

mapping ability! 

Ainsley didn't tinker with her new ability at the moment because they had to transfer Neil, Xavier and 

Yoona's soul sensitivity ability to Jake and the others. 

For this, Ainsley had to keep the other people out of the room except for Jake, Nalisha, and Axelle. 

Axelle would get the sound-related soul sensitivity and Nalisha would get Neil's soul sensitivity ability. 

Then, Jake would obtain Yoona's visual-related soul sensitivity. 

Vanessa worked hard for hours just to steal the three people's last abilities and transfer them all to the 

three people. 

Because she worked too hard for a few hours, after the transfer process was done, she fainted on the 

spot. 

Code-L had to bring her to the medic team, leaving only Ainsley, Jake, Nalisha and Axelle in the room. 

Even Neil, Xavier and Yoona, who had turned into ordinary people without abilities, were also dragged 

away. 

Right after the three people in the room accepted the soul sensitivity ability... 

Even when they didn't actively use the ability, they could feel something different from Ainsley. 

Jake, Nalisha and Axelle had the same soul 'vibe' which means they were native to this world. 

But Ainsley... 

First of all, Axelle, who accepted the sound-related soul sensitivity, could hear different noises from 

Ainsley's soul. 

It was like a different genre compared to the rest of them. 

If Jake and the others were pop music, then maybe Ainsley was country music or other music genres. 

For Jake, who had the visual-related soul sensitivity, the difference was even clearer. 

Ainsley's soul color was different from the rest of them. Their souls were blue, like a blue fire raging 

inside their bodies. 

But Ainsley's soul color was red. 

Also, the image of her true soul...wasn't Ainsley's current appearance at all but a young woman around 

twenty years old! 

Chapter 1006: "How Could They Hate Her?" 

On the contrary, Nalisha and Axelle had the same soul image with their current outer appearances. 

Nalisha didn't have such a clear image as Jake and Axelle, but she could also feel that Ainsley was 

different from the rest of them. 



It felt as if she was...not from this world. 

The three people were silent as they looked at Ainsley, who was standing not far from them. 

The moment the three people received the soul sensitivity ability, Ainsley didn't smile at all and just kept 

looking at them as if wanting to see their reactions. 

The four people were silent for a few seconds, only looking at each other with complicated feelings in 

their eyes... 

Then, Jake was the first one to break the silence. 

"Ain...you...are you not from this world?" 

Jake was much exposed to the transmigrator terms compared to Nalisha and Axelle. 

Thus, he immediately knew that a different soul color and a different soul image compared to the 

person's outer appearance meant the person wasn't from this world. 

Either reborn with previous life memories or a transmigrator. Or maybe a parasite from other 

dimensions, who knows? 

Jake's voice was actually trembling as he spoke, but he tried his best not to show it to Ainsley. 

He knew that the moment Ainsley gave them this ability, she was ready for all the rejections and scorn. 

But how could Jake scorn Ainsley? Even if the inside of the baby was a twenty-year-old young woman, 

she was still a child in Jake's eyes. 

Even when their actual age difference was only five years, Ainsley would always be his daughter or 

maybe his little sister. 

He didn't want to scare Ainsley and hurt her trust in him when she decided to give him this ability. 

Nalisha and Axelle were the same. 

Both of them were confused, but each of them tried their best not to show any negative emotions in 

front of Ainsley. 

Because they knew how hurtful it would be for Ainsley to face all of this. 

When Ainsley heard Jake's casual question, her originally tense heartstring instantly relaxed for a bit. 

Her stiff body and face also slowly melted into her usual childish attitude. 

"Hum....yes. I'm not from this world. I...I came to this world around a year ago, before I became the 

Sloan Family head." 

Ainsley's explanation was simple, but Nalisha and Axelle who didn't know much about transmigration 

were a bit confused. 

"T-that, little boss. It means...your soul just uh...occupy this body? Then, where is the original Ainsley's 

soul?" 



This is what Nalisha was concerned about. 

She didn't want the current Ainsley to be a malicious alien who forcefully occupied someone else's body. 

That was a bit scary, right? 

But Nalisha believed that the current Ainsley wasn't like that. 

Indeed. Ainsley hurriedly explained what happened to her and all things related to a transmigrator. 

"So...I am actually around twenty years old, but suddenly wake up in this body. In my previous world, 

there was no unique ability and such." 

The world was just a normal modern world with no fantasy creatures or special abilities, much less 

ability users. 

"My real name is Ainsworth. I don't know how I came to occupy this body, but I swear I have never killed 

the original Ainsley's soul or anything." 

The baby's voice was shaking as she tried her best to explain herself. 

"I...I just woke up and realized I had become a baby in another world." 

And that her situation didn't look good at all. 

Nalisha, Axelle and Jake quietly listened to Ainsley's story and after they finished listening, they didn't 

feel fear or disgust toward Ainsley at all. 

On the other hand, they suddenly felt distressed for her. 

Just imagine. If it was them, they were adults, yet they were suddenly transmigrated to another world 

full of weird things they had never seen before. 

And then they became a three-year-old baby who was about to be a mafia boss in such a rotten family 

full of danger. 

They would have freaked out! There's no way they could stay calm and continue to live their new life 

like this. 

Especially when Ainsley said that she wasn't a mafia in her previous world and her world was really 

peaceful. 

At least people couldn't kill others so easily, like how ability users killed other ability users in this world. 

She never killed anyone, much less harmed someone. 

But in this world, she was forced to kill people. 

If they were in this situation, they would have long escaped from the Sloan Family and lived a normal life 

among the ordinary people. 

Such a cute kid like Ainsley could be easily adopted by some rich couples in ordinary people's society. 

No need to tread carefully in the dangerous mafia and ability user society... 



She could live her life well by abandoning the Sloan Family. 

Just like what Leroy did. 

But Ainsworth didn't do that. Instead of running away, she accepted the body's fate and responsibility. 

She took the real Ainsley's responsibility to be a mafia boss despite being an ordinary person in her 

previous world. 

Much less a special ability...maybe punching or kicking someone was already a bit too much for her. 

But she still had to face various ugly monsters and strange beasts when she had never seen them 

before! 

Ainsworth replaced Ainsley and bore the burden of saving the Sloan Family. 

She even developed the family to this point... 

All of this actually benefited others instead of Ainsworth herself, right? 

After all, she could choose to run away from all the problems. 

But she didn't. 

Just this point alone won Nalisha, Jake and Axelle's heart. 

How could they hate such a good Ainsworth? 

Chapter 1007: "Jake's Ancestor Is A Transmigrator?!" 

After knowing Ainsley's secret, the three people couldn't see Ainsley as their usual Ainsley anymore. 

But knowing that the one who knew them and interacted with them all this time wasn't the real Ainsley 

but Ainsworth instead... 

They finally didn't feel weird at all. 

After all, the Ainsley they knew was actually Ainsworth, not the original body's soul. 

They only felt a bit uncomfortable because they used to treat Ainsley like a real toddler but she was 

actually an adult instead. 

Okay, that must be annoying for Ainsley, right?? 

But she acted like a kid so well that everyone was deceived! 

It wasn't their fault if they treated Ainsley like a kid because she really acted like one! 

Jake and the others were embarrassed to mention this but in the end, it was Axelle who mentioned the 

topic. 

"T-then, master. S-should I treat you normally like how I treated you before, o-or should I change my 

attitude?" 



Axelle suddenly felt embarrassed when he knew that the one who saved him was not a child but an 

adult. 

It was hard to act around Ainsley, who turned out to be an adult! 

Even Jake was not an exception. He recalled how he hugged Ainsley and treated her like a kid all the 

time... 

Oh no. If it were him, he would have hated that person who treated him like a playable doll! 

Ahhhh! What if Ainsworth hated him? And it would be awkward to continue babying her when she's an 

adult! 

But...but... 

The three people quietly peeked at Ainsley and they sighed at the same time. 

But Ain is still too cute! We can't help but think that she's a real toddler instead of an adult! 

Ainsley was tense at first, afraid that Axelle and the others couldn't accept her. 

But when Axelle asked her that question, she couldn't help but laugh. 

"You don't need to treat me differently. Anyway, I am a toddler right now. My usual behavior is also 

often influenced by this body..." 

Ainsley grinned and tried her best not to scare the three people. 

"Just treat me like before. No need to think that I'm actually an adult.. " 

Anyway, they wouldn't be able to think that she is an adult if they only looked at her behavior and her 

outer appearance. 

Ainsley was even sure that the three people would forget about her being an adult after talking to her a 

few more times in the future. 

Axelle gulped nervously and immediately thought that what Ainsley said was true. 

They didn't have to treat Ainsley differently because the baby had been acting like a toddler for about a 

year, and she was very smooth with her acting. 

Maybe it wasn't an act anymore because she had subconsciously become a real toddler. 

Axelle immediately nodded at Ainsley. "O-okay, then. I'll treat you like b-before, master." 

The same goes for Nalisha and Jake. Both of them looked at Ainsley and smiled. 

"I don't care even if you are a transmigrator. To be honest, I have long known about the transmigrator's 

existence." 

Jake walked toward Ainsley and casually scooped her before bringing her to the couch. 

Then, Jake sat down with Ainsley on his lap. 

"I know about transmigrators...because some of my ancestors are also transmigrators." 



Jake's casual words were like a bomb for the other three people in the room, especially Ainsley, who 

was a transmigrator. 

She almost jumped out of Jake's lap. 

"What?? One of your ancestors is also a transmigrator??" 

This is new for Ainsley. 

She knew that Jake could accept the existence of a transmigrator faster than others because he had 

seen a lot of weird things in this world. 

After all, he often roamed the world as the head of a big businessman family. 

But...but...if Jake's ancestor was also a transmigrator, that's an entirely thing! 

Jake was calm even when Ainsley was shocked to the bone. 

He faced Ainsley and the other two people's questioning gazes and laughed. 

"To be honest, the Billios Family wasn't a big family like it is now when it first started. But the second 

family head turned out to be a transmigrator, and..." 

Jake paused before continuing his speech under Ainsley and the others' curious eyes. 

"The second family head comes from a much more advanced world than our world." 

Jake smiled as he rubbed Ainsley's head. 

"Using his knowledge of his previous world, he brings the Billios Family to the top in just a few years." 

Ainsley was just an ordinary student back in her original world, so even if she could bring some 

knowledge from that world to this world, it would be hard. 

She didn't know how to create soaps, weapons or anything important because...she was just an ordinary 

college student who loved anime and such! 

But the Billios Family's second family head was someone with a deep knowledge of technologies and 

such. 

All because his occupation in his previous world was special, not like Ainsworth, who was just an 

ordinary college student. 

"Speaking of transmigrators, only the top elite in this world know about it." 

Jake seemed to reminisce about something as he continued. 

"But they should know that our world can develop so fast thanks to the transmigrators." 

This world was originally a fantasy-like world with no advanced technology such as the internet and 

such. 

They were just a fantasy world with special abilities rather than magic. 



But the transmigrators a hundred years ago or maybe long before that successfully brought some 

changes to this world. 

And now, this world has become a mix of modern technology and a fantasy world full of fantasy 

creatures. 

"The world elites had long known about transmigrators, and to be honest, a lot of famous people in 

history are transmigrators." 

Jake knew a lot! 

Chapter 1008: "The Transmigrators' History" 

Jake, as a descendant of a transmigrator, naturally knew a lot about transmigrator's histories. 

"The newest transmigrator that is so famous that the whole world knows them is none other than the 

Godfather." 

Okay. When Jake said this, even the Godfather who was circling around the three people, almost slipped 

and fell. 

How did this guy know a lot of things?! 

Zev was also dumbfounded. 

He knew that not all transmigrators were bonded to his system, but he didn't expect Jake's ancestor to 

be one of those people! 

To be honest, he only came to life and worked as a system to help these transmigrators after the world 

elites changed their attitude toward the transmigrators. 

He had heard from the one who created his system and summoned him to be the system's spirit that 

the world elites used to be kind to transmigrators. 

But it all changed after the demons attacked the whole world and the world had to seal this dangerous 

race. 

There was a conflict of interest between the world elites and the transmigrators... 

Especially after one of the famous demon kings in history turned out to be a transmigrator too. 

Maybe since then, the world elites and the transmigrators became enemies, and transmigrators often 

hid from the world elites. 

The transmigrators no longer united into one organization, and now, transmigrators who came to this 

world wouldn't know anything about the transmigrator' history. 

Jake didn't know that Zev and the Godfather were shocked while listening to his words. 

He focused on telling Ainsley a lot of things he knew about transmigrators. 

"Because the second family head of our family is the reason why we can grow to be such a big force, we 

always remember his identity as a transmigrator." 



All Billios family heads from generation to generation learned about this secret when they officially 

became the new family head. 

They also learned all the history that the second family head recorded about transmigrators. 

It was said that the transmigrators were in a dangerous situation when it was the Billios Family's fifth or 

sixth generation. 

Because the Billios Family always remembered the second family head who made their family grow so 

strong that they became one of the top forces in Godlif country... 

The Billios Family often searched for scattered transmigrators and sheltered them from the world elites. 

Back then, the Billios Family wasn't as strong as now but the transmigrators helped them be stronger. 

Since then, the Billios Family had become a secret sanctuary for the old generation transmigrators. 

Anytime someone found a new transmigrator who didn't know anything and had just arrived in this 

world, the transmigrators sheltered by the Billios Family would help them. 

They also acted as police so that these people wouldn't bring danger to their current world. 

But the world elites needed the transmigrators for some reasons and slowly hunted them down. 

They even purposely colluded with the fairy king to manipulate the fairy of space so that they would 

always attract transmigrators to come to this world. 

There were even cases where the transmigrators came with their bodies and not with their souls alone. 

The Billios Family helped the hunted transmigrators as much as they could, but in the end, it was hard to 

protect so many transmigrators. 

In the end, one of the transmigrators with a unique sacrifice his soul to create a system and summoned 

Zev as the system's spirit. 

This one...Jake didn't know. 

But Zev knew. 

When Zev listened to Jake's story, he finally connected the dots that used to be empty and abstract. 

It turned out to be like this... 

No wonder the transmigrators assigned to him needed to be famous figures in this world. 

Maybe it was another way for them to protect themselves by using the locals as their backers. 

Indeed. Not many transmigrators assigned to Zev died because of the hunters. 

The Godfather was just an unfortunate case because he was a lone wolf. 

Ainsley listened to Jake's story without knowing about Zev's origin and such. 

She suddenly felt that her meeting with Jake might be fate, or maybe it was because of Zev. 



Zev was in charge of so many transmigrators... 

Maybe there was a mysterious effect here that brought her to Jake? 

Ainsley didn't expect Jake to hide such a history from her. 

Maybe among Jake's family members now, there were still some hidden transmigrators that the Billios 

Family protected with all their might? 

Who knows. 

When Ainsley asked Jake this question, he just laughed and nodded. 

"Yes. Actually, some elders in my family are transmigrators. They use their world's knowledge and 

wisdom to help the Billios Family stay strong." 

That's why Jake was actually glad that he adopted Ainsley. 

Maybe this is fate or what, but he was really glad that he could protect Ainsley like this. 

Ainsley...is a transmigrator. 

And the Billios Family had always remembered their roots which came from fellow transmigrators. 

Thus, they would always be kind to transmigrators in need, but they would also punish transmigrators 

who wanted to create chaos. 

"So, don't worry too much. If my family's higher-ups know that you're a transmigrator, maybe they will 

treat you like a giant panda." 

Jake joked around but he didn't know that he shocked Ainsley once more. 

If he remembered it right, there were a lot of panda-like beasts in this world, but no one treated them 

as national treasures. 

This knowledge about pandas being national treasures could only come from another world! 

Now, Ainsley didn't doubt Jake's words at all. 

Only transmigrators could tell Jake about this thing that didn't happen in this world at all. 

Thinking back...it was no wonder that Jake always had a mysterious aura which made him seem 

different from this world. 

Chapter 1009: "Sheltering The Transmigrators" 

Jake looked mysterious and out of this world wasn't because he was a transmigrator, but because he 

was surrounded by transmigrators from various worlds! 

With knowledge from various worlds, how could Jake be an ordinary person? 

Ainsley was suddenly glad that she met Jake back then. Maybe she used up all her luck to meet Jake or 

something. 



"Dad...we are fated to meet each other, right?" Ainsley laughed as she laid on Jake's lap, acting like a 

spoiled child. 

She didn't care whether her actual age was only five years younger than Jake. 

At this time, she truly saw Jake as her dad. 

Jake was like a towering tree that protected her from malice outside but still allowed her to see the 

beauty of this world. 

Jake could feel Ainsley's true feelings when she said they were fated to meet and become a father and a 

daughter. 

Despite their age difference, Jake still saw Ainsley as his beloved daughter. 

He couldn't help but hug Ainsley and rub her head into a mess. 

"Yes, yes, we are fated to meet. So...thank you for telling me about your true identity." 

Jake had long realized that Ainsley was afraid to tell them the truth, but she still gave them the soul 

sensitivity ability despite knowing the risk. 

It means she had been prepared to face their rejection, but she hoped that they wouldn't reject her. 

Maybe she trusted them more than she thought. 

Ainsley might not choose Axelle and Nalisha out of trust, but she definitely chose Jake out of trust. 

She didn't even dare to be honest to those in the Sloan Family but she risked everything to be honest to 

Jake. 

That realization just melts Jake's heart. 

Awwww, his daughter is so sensible and cute! 

"Don't worry. Now that I know you're a transmigrator, I can protect you better than before, and you can 

also be honest in front of me." 

Jake only recently remembered how he got this soul sensitivity ability, but he already knew that some 

hunters had been chasing Ainsley. 

Now that he knew, he could use the power of the Billios Family to help Ainsley. 

Anyway, the hunters could close one eye and open another if the one protecting these transmigrators 

was hard to offend. 

Such as the Billios Family. 

These hunters already knew his relationship with Ainsley but still hunted her down...must be because 

they thought he didn't know Ainsley's true identity. 

But the world elites had long known about the Billios Family secretly sheltering transmigrators, and they 

could do nothing because the Billios Family's ancestor was also a transmigrator. 



The World elites themselves could only hunt transmigrators in the dark instead of announcing the truth 

directly...all because they had reasons. 

First of all, there were many forces like the Billios Family who also owed the transmigrators, especially if 

their ancestor was a transmigrator. 

The world elites couldn't just offend all these huge forces that became this strong thanks to their 

transmigrator ancestors, right? 

Some of these big forces even held secret technologies that the world elites, a.k.a the government and 

leaders of all other races, didn't have. 

Because of this, the world elites had to send secret hunters to hunt transmigrators instead of openly 

hunting them down... 

Jake rubbed his temple and let out a sigh. 

"Our Billios Family know several world-class forces that also shelter transmigrators. If you have time, I'll 

connect you with them." 

Jake stroked Ainsley's head as he told Ainsley his plan to help her. 

In the past, the Billios Family and other forces also helped the Godfather in the dark, but in the end, the 

Godfather didn't have any deep relationship with them. 

That's why they couldn't do much to help him because they didn't have an official organization built to 

protect transmigrators and manage them. 

The past era was gone and such a united organization had long scattered throughout the world. 

These big forces like the Billios Family also could only protect the transmigrators in the dark, just like 

how the world elites hunt transmigrators in the dark too. 

But since Ainsley was his adopted daughter, it means she was a part of the Billios Family, and the world 

elites shouldn't try to harm her. 

Maybe because they got the news that they didn't try to steal Ainsley's soul anymore but shifted to steal 

her unique charm ability instead? 

Then the next time, they might come to steal Ainsley's luck manipulation ability. 

Despicable! 

"Anyway, the risk of encountering those hunters will decrease." 

Jake reassured Ainsley as he kept trying to pinch her cheeks or just pat her head. 

"I'll hold a press conference to announce your formal identity as my adopted daughter." 

Of course, Ainsley could attend or not, but Jake advised her not to participate in the press conference. 

"We will create an image that the Billios Family cherishes you so much that they don't want a lot of 

people to see you, " 



Jake explained his reasoning behind his advice. 

Anyway, this was something usual, especially when it was the eccentric Billios Family. 

Everyone knew that to avoid their children using their big family name to run rampant outside... 

They never showed the Billios Children's face to the outside world until they were eighteen years old. 

They would only disclose the children's names and some general information to warn other forces who 

wanted to harm their children. 

Of course, despite having to conceal their identities as the Billios Family children, the children had one 

elite shadow guards team to protect them at all times. 

Because of this, the Billios Family's children never encountered anything life-threatening outside of their 

training period. 

"I think we should also hold a party to introduce you to the rest of our family, " Jake added. 

This is a must! 

Chapter 1010: "The Billios Family's Tradition" 

The Billios Family was a large family, larger than the Sloan Family but the main family was actually not 

that much. 

There were a lot of branch families but unlike the Sloan Family who kept the branch families with the 

main family before Ainsley became the family head... 

The Billios Family branches were scattered throughout the country, mainly to strengthen the Billios 

Family's influence everywhere. 

Other elite forces basically did this too, but the Billios Family had a firmer bond between the main family 

and their branch families. 

Everyone was close to each other because all the children, whether they were from the main family or 

branch families, had to live in the capital until they were eighteen years old. 

They were basically separated from their parents if their parents were the leaders of the branch 

families. 

But the parents usually visit their children on weekends. 

Still, the children grew up closer to the main family's people and when they went back to the branch 

families to inherit their parents' position, they had good relationships with the people from the main 

family. 

Because of this, from generation to generation, branch families were close to the main family, and there 

were no cases where the children fought to inherit the family head's seat. 

After all, even if they were from the branch families, if they were better than other candidates, they 

could inherit the throne when the time was right. 



But they couldn't really relax because no one knew when the old family head would give away their 

position to the younger generation. 

So, they had to stay good all the time. 

Not to mention once they became the family head, the elders in the family would supervise them, and if 

they weren't a good family head, they could be dethroned. 

Jake had been the family head for only three years, but in these three years, his position remained 

unshakable. 

Everyone admired him and admitted that he was the best choice to be this generation's family head– 

albeit the young man was a bit kinky. 

Anyway, those who became the family head, even when they were from the branch families, had to 

devote themselves to the main family. 

Of course, they could also help their branch family to grow faster than other branches, but generally, it 

was all a healthy competition. 

After all, the Billios Family emphasized loyalty and familial love. No one was allowed to harm a family 

member, no matter the reason. 

Once caught, the outcome would be worse than death. 

Because of this, the Billios Family members could always trust their family members. 

And even the non-blood-related members were all loyal and usually had been cultivated at young ages. 

Now that Ainsley was an adopted daughter...she had to meet the other family members, especially the 

young ones. 

"After the beast and monster tide ended, let's hold a welcoming banquet and invite all the family 

members, okay?" 

Jake was also eager to tell the higher-ups that Ainsley was a transmigrator. The higher-ups would 

certainly welcome her with eager eyes. 

Jake also asked Ainsley about this, and since Ainsley didn't mind Jake telling the Billios Family's higher-

ups about her identity, Jake was ecstatic beyond imagination. 

"No worries, Ain. Everyone will be happy to meet you. The younger generations will also want to meet 

someone as talented as you." 

The Billios Family's people cherished talented people. The younger generations weren't an exception. 

They had been taught since a tender age that if they found talented people... 

They had to lure these people to work for the Billios Family's business or just straight up abduct them! 

Some even used honey traps to lure their talented classmates to work for the Billios Family's various 

businesses once they graduated. 



These younger generations...they were all as shrewd as little foxes, and also a bunch of weird geniuses. 

"You will surely love them!" 

When Ainsley heard this, she couldn't help but twitch the corner of her lips. 

Saying that she would love to meet a bunch of weird geniuses...does it mean Jake also sees her as a 

weird genius? 

She's just an ordinary college student in the body of a toddler! How could she not be a 'genius'? 

But competing with a bunch of kids...Ainsley suddenly felt ashamed. 

"Ugh, okay dad, up to you. Let's organize the party...after that, I will start going abroad to build more 

guild branches and such." 

Now that Ainsley knew her safety was in the right hands, she didn't hesitate to go abroad to see the 

world. 

Anyway, she still had a lot of things to do to develop the Sloan Family to be as strong as the Billios 

Family– or maybe even stronger than them! 

Jake nodded at Ainsley's little plan and started to ask her things about her original world, completely 

forgetting Axelle and Nalisha. 

Poor the two people were still in the living room but Ainsley and Jake seemed to forget them already... 

That day, Ainsley could speak a lot of things that she was previously afraid to say to Jake, Nalisha and 

Axelle. 

Axelle was even curious about medicines in Ainsley's world and such because he had never come across 

a transmigrator. 

All technologies and knowledge of other worlds were usually top-level secrets that only a few elite 

forces held tightly. 

Not even the world elites knew all of them if they weren't in contact with some more transmigrators. 

This was also why some big forces would shelter the transmigrators from the world elites, simply 

because they needed the otherworldly knowledge to stand out from other forces. 

In exchange for the knowledge, they would protect the transmigrators from the hunters. 

While Ainsley was talking to Jake, some hunters had started to notice strange things– 

Niel and the two children didn't come back after a few days! 

 


